Sample Recruiting Display/Event: Catch the Fire
Scouting: Catch the Fire
Set up tents on the lawn of the chartered org. provided it has a visible location and do a small
fire to attract attention (following all the fire precautions). Not sure if you'd need a permit for
this or not; probably not. You need one or more activities for people to do when they stop
by. The rain gutter regatta is manageable over the pinewood derby, but could also just be
stringing beads on leather and making some sort of nametag that the prospective boys can
keep. It's good to have some Boy Scouts there dressed in uniform (there will naturally be some
cubs too with parents). All need to be in uniform.
We did hotdogs for the boys that showed up and had chips and soft drinks and coffee for
parents. We had apps there and people in the know to talk to parents. We took money then
and there, and we had them sign with name and number in case they were undecided or said
they'd come back on unit night.
The Boy Scouts just did a model campsite and cooked a couple of cobblers.
One year, we organized a fun day for the cubs with simple games like Frisbee, dodge ball, tug-owar, etc. The boys that came to check us out could join in and it made it more fun. We had a
display table or two with Pinewood cars, some awards, pictures, handouts, whatever.
It's important to get the tents close to the road and put up a sign saying Scouting Open House -Ages 6-17 -- Sat. 8-25 -- something like that. Flyers in the church help. We also put up flyers at
some area parks, neighborhood swimming pools, Ben and Jerry's and a few places that
parents/kids frequent. I'd recommend doing more of that. Packs that get the most boys put up
simple flyers about unit nights all over a couple weeks ahead of time. Put a number on there
for needed information and tell them where the party is -- welcome parents and boys -- you
want the boys too, not just the parents.
You might be able to get some press for something like this. Whether it brings in big numbers
day of, it's a publicity/visibility help.
I also suggest packs do a Frequently Asked Questions page to give to parents about meeting
nights, ages, cost of membership, boys life, parent involvement, aims/methods of Scouting, do
you have to be a member of this church to be in this scout pack?, etc. The parent must leave
with feeling very comfortable about the leadership and the site. Being organized is the key to
impressing parents and allaying their fears of "Is this the right group for us?”
I think I did this event for a cost of maybe $50 for food, drink, craft supplies, and so forth.
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Troops need to buy into this because getting boys in the pack is their lifeblood. We now make
it sort of mandatory for the leadership patrol to be there -- that's patrol leaders, SPL and
ASPL. We don't want the whole troop there cause it creates a lot of confusion, too many boys
with nothing to do, and makes it look like an older program. A good number of cubs present is
helpful, because of a lot of the kids from the area who stop by will know one of the boys from
school or the neighborhood. We also put up tents outside the right doors to the church for join
up night. It makes parents comfortable knowing they know where to go when they pull into
the parking lot.
Submitted by: Stern Dixon, Pack & Troop 118
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